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International economic cooperation is assuming growing importance in the work
of the United Nations agencies. Following the Sixth Special Session of the
General Assembly in April 1974, which led to a ttDeclarationlt and a "Programme
of Action , the new special session (1 - 12 September 1975) on development
and international economic cooperation must in particular give an impetus to
the International Development Strategy for the Second Decade
which is at
present undergoing its mid-term review. The Preparatory Committee for the
Seventh Special Session will hold its second meeting from 16 
to 27 June.
In this context the Community and the Member States can and must pl~ 
constructive and active role; however, they will be able to play this
role and receive an adequ.ate hearing only if they show a united front.
Communi ty action should be based on a spirit of dialogne and conci liation
and aim to provide a real consensus. As to ~ the substance, the Development
Strategy should be adapted to take account of changes which have occurred
since the beginning of the Decade and in the light of the new relations of
strength prevailing in the world. The Community's contribution should be
concerned with a balanced range of subjects answering the major concerns of
the developing countries and providing real chances of progress.
For raw materials , the Commission confines itself to repeating the proposals
contained in its Communication to the Council of 22 May 1975.
On the matter of international trade it is first of all proposed 
to state
that the Community is willing to maintain and improve its generalized system
of preferences. With regard to the ma.ltilateral trade negotiations the
Co~ ty ~~ld co~i~ th~ it imends to t~e into consiMr~ion the imerests of- 2
the developing countries , in line with the directives approved by the
Council. Moreover, measures affecting import arrangements should be
accompanied by action to promote trade relations.
On the subject of industrial cooperation and the transfer of technology, the
Communi  ty and its Member States should identify themselves more clearly with
the industrial reBU1 ts proper of the Lima Conference (moo). A special
effort must be made to help firms play a part in industrial cooperation in
such a way as to meet the developing countries' interests. To this end
, the
Community and the Member States should indicate their will to cooperate with
the governments of developing countries, to step up information, promotion
and cooperation activities, to encourage investment and other outside help,
to iIt.:prove the conditions for the transfer of technology, while insisting
on the need for a favourable climate for foreign firms.. The Community must
be aware of the consequ.ences which the redeployment of certain industries to
developing countries wi 11 have for its internal structures.
Wi th regard to the transfer of real resources it is suggested that the
official development assistance obj ecti ve be confirmed, a geographical
reorientation of aid envisaged, special priority given to food problems
particular attention paid to the problem of indebtedness and triangalar
cooperation be developed. Lastly, it is proposed that constru.cti va attitudes
be adopted at the international financial institutions as regards the "third
window , the nail facili ty , the link between SDRs and development aid, and
modification of IMF quotas.COMMISSION COMMUNICATION TO THE COUNCIL 111 I I ' T I J "
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The purpose of this Communication is to submit to the Council the information and
factors of assessment necess~ for participation by the Community in the above
exercise and, more particularly, the Commission IS recommendations for the purpose
of defining the Community contribution to the Seventh Special Session of the United
Nations General Assembly.Introduction:
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Introduction: Ant edents and back~o:md
1 . The growing importance of economic cooperation at international level
and the increased interest shown in such matters by the Uni ted Nations
have over the past few years had a clear-cut effect on the activities
of the United Nations organs. The tendency to incorporate these
acti vi ties into increasingly structured programmes is more and more
marked.,
The first Uni tad Nations Development Decade covered the sixties.
was drawn up in relatively vague terms and included only two precise
quanti tative objectives , concerning the transfer of resources to developing
countries and the average growth rate of the national product of those
countries.
The International Development Strategy was adopted by a consensus , with
certain reservations , on 24 October 1970 (Resolution No 2626 (XXV)) 
lays down a programme for the Second Decade , takes up again and reinforces the
same growth objectives , supplements them by other objectives and endeavours
also to assess the quali tati ve changes on the way towards integrated economic
and social progress  In addition , appropriate arrangements were adopted
for reviewing regularly the implementation of this strategy in order -to
assess progress , determine inadequacies and their causes and recommend
where necessary f supplementary policies and aims 
This review and general appraisal of progress achieved is carried out by
ECOSOC every two years 
The first appraisal by the General Assembly took place at its 28th Ordinary
Session in 1973 (Resolution No 3176 (XXVIII)).
The purpose of the second appraisal , which is to be undertaken now, is to
review the si tuation half-way through the Decade.
Because of the economic crisis which broke out at the end of 1973 a
special session of the General Assembly, the sixth of its kind , was held in
New York in April 1974 on the ini tiati ve of the President of Algeria
:Mr Boumedi enne - 4
Its immediate aim was to examine the problems of r~w materials from the
point of view of development and in particular their influence on the
situation of the countries most seriously affected by the crisis. The
main object of its work, nevertheless , was to assess the existing economic
order and define the rules for a New International Economic Order
;/ 
These
rules are defined in general terms in a "Declarationtt (Resolution No 3202
(S-VI)) and expressed in more specific form in a "Programme of Action
(Resolution No 3202 (S-VI)).
In the eyes of the developing countries, all United Nations activities in
the economic field must henceforth follow the lines of this Declaration and
Programme of Action so that 7 as all the provisions contained in them are
progressively implemented, a new internatione.l economic order'! can replace the
old relations based on strength. The Programme of Action specifies , for
example , that it complements and strengthens the goals and objectives of the
International Development Strategy and that the latter will have to be ad~pted
in order to align it on the Declaration on the Establishment of a New International
Economic Order" and the Programme of Action
It should be noted that although the Declaration and Programme of Action were
formally adopted by a consensus , they nevertheless include a large number of
provisions which were not acceptable to most developed countries. The
developing countries t refusal to take account of the reservations expressed on
this occasion and the resulting ambiguity have made it more difficult to resort
subsequently to the consensus procedure.
At its 28th Session in 1973 (Resolution No 3172 (XXVIII)), the General
Assembly decided to devote 2 special session to development and international
economic cooperation with a view to examining the main themes and problems
co~ected with t~ development process, i~nti~ing ~d adopti~ t~ necessa~
che.nges in the structures and organs of the United Nations 2.nd studying the
transformations which should be undertaken in the general configuration of
international economic relations.
This special session vIill ta.ke place from 1 to 12 September 1975. It will
be prep~red by a Preparatory Committee which, after 2 brief session on- 5
organizatione~l mc:tters (~~arch 1975) tTill meet from 16 to 27 June in order to
finalize a paper recapituleting the specific reco~~end2tions in the light of
v.rhich the General Assembly "Jill at it s specie,l session be able to give 2, boost
to the Development Strategy on the basis of objectives and supporting policies
intended to ensure that they are carried out in accordance with a strict
timetable.
In this context t the results of the 1rJorld Food Conference and the Second
General UNIDG Conference must not be forgotten since they represent achievements
which the work of the UN will have to take into account. This alse applies to
the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States adopted at the last Ordinary
Session of the General Assembly. This Charter, however, includes a relatively
large number of articles which most developed countries , particularly the
Member States of the Community, have not been able to accept in their present
wording. Finally, the Fourth UN Conference on Trade and Development J to be
held next year in Nairobi, will represent a major new element among those
determining the direction to be taken by the Seventh Special Session.
On the same lines, the conclusions  of  the meeting of the OECD Council, which took
place at ministerial level on 28 and 29 Ma;r 1975, should be mentioned; following
that meeting the Ministers expressed their firm determination to pursue the
dialogue with developing countries in all appropriate forums, particularly at
the Seventh Special Session of the General Assembly. They also decided that the
OECD should examine the economic relations between its member countries and
developing countries with a view to identifying new and constru.ctive avenues which
ma;y be explored regarding certain fundamental questions and to giving renewed
support and impetus to the negotiations conducted elsewhere.
The mid-term review and appr~isal of the International Development Strategy,
the action to be taken following the Sixth Special Session of the General
Assembly on the establishment of c New International Economic Order and the
decisions to be taken at the Seventh Special Session of the General Assembly
are inseparably linked.
AI though strictly speaking these are three distinct exercises they nevertheless
all directly concern economic cooperation for development  This is \v-hy the
Commission considers that it must deal with the mid-decade reVlew and appraisal
of the International Development Strategy and the preparation for the Seventh
Special Session of the General Assembly at the same time  The deadlines which
the Member States and the Community will have to meet are set out in Annex 1110- 6
art One: Communi t~ t S ~eneral a~roach
1 e In the exercise which will consist of drawing conclusions from the
successes a!ld failures and in particular from the new international context
in order to redefine tomorrow' s international economic relations 7 the Community
and its Member states have a constructive contribution perhaps a decisive one
to make.
Firstly, the Community is now expected to pla;y an active role. Over the
past two years the Community s role in the international organizations
particularly in the United Nations , has developed considerably because of the
increased attention given to development cooperation by the United Nations and
because of the widening of the Communi ty' s acti vi ties in this field. Moreover
this trend has been confirmed by the granting to the Community of observer
status in the General Assembly.
Secondly, to participate constructively in seeking a new type of international
~conomic relations is in keeping with the Communi ty s interests. Given
that for both its sources of supply and its outlets the Community depends more
than other industrialized countries on the existence of a propitious climate
in relations between developing countries and developed countries it has no
a1 ternati ve but to take an active part in the debate whose outcome will
determine the quality of those relations.
2. This active role can be effectively pl~ed by the Community and its
Member States only if they present a united front at the coming international
meet ings .
To the fact that the topics to be dealt with fall largely within the
Communi ty' s jurisdiction or are of special interest to the common market and
must therefore be the subject of common posi tions must be added a major
poli tical reason: it is only by concerting their positions and presenting- 7
common views that the Member states and the Community will carry sufficient
weight and therefore have a real chance of influencing the outcome of the
work. If there is a lesson to be drawn from recent experiencES such as the
UNIDO Conference in Lima, thi s is it.
It must be recognized that although not a little progress has been made as to
Community cohesion the latter has often failed to wi. thstand the final test of
the vote on resolutions by the United Nations organs. Now - rightly or
wrongly - it is mainly by the unity of lack of it shown by the Member states
in the final vote that Community cohesion is judged.
The Commission therefore considers that it is vi tal for common positions to
be defined on all the matters dealt with and for those positions to be observed
by the Member states throughout the course of the work, especially when it
comes to a vote. A Communi ty whose cohesion third c~tries are used to seeing
disintegrate at the final stage of international meetings cannot in the long
run maintain, let alone increase, its standing and influence.
The objective of defining common positions must of course be to increase and
improve the contributions made by cooperation as a whole. The tendency,
therefore, must be to uprate common positions, not so to align different
posi tions on the lowest level in terms of cooperation.
3 " The spirit underlying Community action must be that of dialogue and
concil iation.
The special situation of interdependence between the Communi ty and the developing
countries must quite naturally lead the Community to do everything possible to
reduce the climate of confrontation which has marked the United Nations since- 8
the Sixth Speci al Session of the General Assembly. Wi thin the political
spectrum of the United Nations the Community is , moreover particularly well
placed to plOW the role of moderator and to reduce antagonism. furthermore
the Community has shown through many recent ini tiati ves both in the regional
and in the world aspects of its cooperation policy, that it is opting clearly
for cooperation as opposed to confrontation.
On their side , according to information obtained recently, the developing
countries seem to want to restore a climate which is more favourable to
int erna tional cooperat ion. It should be noted that in the work which has
so far been carried out in preparation for the Seventh Special Session they
seem to have shown a spirit of moderation and greater realism than in the past.
The situation therefore seems rather favourable for a breakthrough in cooperation
in the strict sense of the word. The Community could here pl~ the part of the
driving force behind western coordination and of mediator vis-a-vis developing
countries.
The above shows that the Community will have to make a serious effort to
reach a consensus by negotiating mutually acceptable compromises.
This search for a consensus as to substance must not , however, be interpreted
as an acceptance in advance and at any price of a consensus procedure
, in
other words of the adoption of the conclusions without a vote. The partners
in the international debate must agree to aim at clarity in their work and
to find formulae which do not hide the areas of disagreement but indeed delimit
them clearly so that they can be tackled all the more effectively.
5. Wi th regard to the approach to be adopted as to substance , the Commission
considers that the aim should be to bring up to date the International
Strategy- for the Second Development Decade by adapting it to the new si tuation
and adopting a fresh approach by reference to the main shortfalls noted.- 9
In adopting this kind of initiative, the Community and its Member States will be
helping not only to strengthen the Strategy as an overall instrument of cooperation
but also to build a more equitable international economic order.
It will not be sufficient for the Community 'a contribution to rest simply on an
analysis of the results achieved during the first half of the Development Decade
and to take account of the present situation of economic crisis; it must also be
guided by acceptance of the fact that there is a new relationship of strength now
determining relations between developing and developed countries which originates
in and is expressed by the dramatic increase in the price of oil This new
relationship has been demonstrated subsequently qy growing solidarity within the
Group 0 f 71.
It is obvious - as the 17 seem to aclalowledge - that the updating must be limited
to subjects and areas in which real progress may reasonably be expected. The
Community should therefore forestall aqy attempt to recast the Strategy completely
on the basis of the extreme demands of the developing countries expressed in the
"Charter This will be all the easier as the Community will show itself to be
constructive and reaqy to compromise where possible.
In thus opting for the principle of a selective approach ... the choice of subjects
being dependent on what appears realistic and feasible - the Commission felt 
must also draw attention to the neoessi ty of striking a reasonable balance
between the various subjects. For recent experience shows that in the view of the
developing countries the various subjects for cooperation are closely interconnected:
from the point of view of their negotiating power, oil serves as a lever for
raw materials , the latter serving as a lever for industrial cooperation, etc.
Hence the phenomenon of "globdlization" of the debate on international cooperation.- 10
In these circumstances , it would not be realist ic to think that by defining
a constructive position on a single subject , however important , for instance
raw materials, the Community is responding adequately to its partners
expectat ions.
The Commission therefore proposes that the Community adopt a "balanced selectivity
approach, which means that the Community would be prepared to tackle
constructively the most important subjects which, in its partners' eyes
are so closely interconnected that virtually parallel progress is required.
Where immediate progress does not appear possible , the problems should at
least be identified and a timetable laid down for seeking solutions in the
near future. Since the Seventh Special Session and the ordinary session
to follow it will be merely one stage in an on-going process, the impetus
which they give to future work will be almost as important as the immediate
resul tse
6. As regards specific subjects, the 77, in a document of 1 May 1975 (Annex IV),
drew up a provisional list of the specific areas and questions which they
would like to see tackled during the Seventh Special Session of the General
As sembly 
This list , which they describe as very limited and selective, actually contains
a great many problems. The Commission considers, however, that in order to show
a conciliatory spirit the Community could accept that this list , without
prejudging the substance of the problems referred to in it , be adopted as
a working hypothesis with a view to the drawing up of the agenda by the
Preparatory Committee (2nd session) when it meets in New York from
16 to 27 June 1975.11 -
7 . The review and appraisal of the International Development Strategy, and
the parallel process of preparing and convening the Seventh Special Session
of the General Assembly, will culminate in the Thirtieth Ordinary Session of
the General Assembly, which will provide a synthesis in the resolutions i 
adopts. The Community cannot however, lose sigb.t of the psychological
importance attached by the developing countries to the Seventh Special Session.
For this reason, the Commission considers that the most important Community
contributions to the strengthening of international economic cooperation will
have to be presented at that special session.12 -
Part Two: Contri butio:Q;S from the Communi 
The ini t iat i ves taken recent ly at Community level
cooperation have strongly emphasized the need for
comprehensive , but geared to the various specific
resolved in certain types of situation. This was
regarding development
an approach which 
problems to be
the idea expressed
in the Commission Communication to the Council of 5 November 1974 on
development aid (the "Fresco"); this approach has now been enshrined
in exemplary fashion in the Lome Convention.
AI thoug~ for practical reasons the Commission will in what follows below
be" dealing successively with raw materials , international trade, industrial
cooperation, the transfer of technology and the transfer of real resources
it would , however , like to stress two points:
1. The various chapters are interconnected in that the various instruments
of cooperation complement one another or are even mutually inter-
dependent;
2. The various fields of cooperation are of differing interest to the
various categories of developing countries because of their specific
p~o bl ems 
In what it proposes here , the Commission has taken account of the
difficulties which the Community's economy is currently passing through.
It is also relying on the effect which any action proposed by the
Community can have of carrying along with it the international community.13 -
I. Raw materials
The Commission has already transmitted a Communication to the Council
on raw materials on 22 May 1975. The Community contribution at the
Seventh Special Session of the General Assembly could therefore include
the main points of this Communication which the Commission has
outlined below.
The Community must define an overall approach with a view to adopting
a clear and constructive policy towards the developing countries'
claims. This approach could be based on seeking the following objectives:
fair and remunerat i ve pri ces without excessive fl uctuat ions providing
a long-term balance between production and consumption; the
diversification of production and the development of the processing
of raw materials in developing countries; the stability of developing
countries' export earnings; special treatment for the poorest countries;
stability of the consumer countries' raw materials supplies.
This approach could be implement ed in the following ways:
1. Trade oooperat ion
Measures aimed at the elimination of the tariff and non-tariff
barriers which hinder access to the markets of the industrialized
countries , particular attention being given to the problem of the
protection of the added value of the products of first-stage
processing.
2. Industrial cooperat ion
Promotion of development and processing in situ via a contractual
framework aimed at encouraging act i vi ty by business firms and the
transfer of technology.- 14
Production and supplies
Search for appropriate financial meohanisms.
Information and consultation
Improvement of exchanges of information on the supply and demand situation.
Measures to limit excessive price fluctuations
Product-by-product examination of the problems based on the diversity 
the situations, with special attention being paid to products exported
mainly by the developing countries, in particular by means of international
product agreement s which may include stockpiling measures.
Stabilization of export earnings
International financing with the participation of all countries which have
adequate resources available. The procedure for implementing this measure
should be studied from the angle of the beneficiary countries and the
products concerned. Such action would be in addition to the aid currently
granted to developing countries 15 -
II. International trade
The oommeroial policy field is one of the sectors in which th~ Community can
make a positive contribution to the work of the Seventh Special Session of
the General Assembly  Generally speaking, the developing countries'
~esider are especially concentrated on the principle of access to markets;
freer access should progressively be given to imports of raw materials,
and industrial semi-manufactures and m~ufactures from developing oountries.
In this field the Community can adopt a positive attitude by basing itself
on the one hand on measures to be taken under the multilateral GATT
negotiations, and on the other hand, on application of the generalized system
of pre! erences .
1 . Generalized tariff preferences
In accordance with the Resolution adopted by the Council on 3 March 1975 the
Community is able to reaffirm its desire to maintain and improve its
generalized scheme of preferences.
Wi th regax-d to maintaining the soheme, the Community can state that it
considers it necessary for the preferences scheme to be extended beyond 1980.
This posi ti va attitude m~ be reinforced by act ion to convince other donor
countries also to consider the possibility of extending their scheme beyond
that dateo
With regard to improvement of the scheme three bro ad 1 ines mew be taken into
consideration:
(a) increased utilization of the present Community scheme, particularly by
means of measures aimed at simplifying it;
(b) better administration of the scheme;
(0) improvement and appropriate adjustment of the Community scheme in the
light of the developing countries' expansion potential and the
Community s economic potentialo- 16 -
According to the avowed intention of the Council such improvement will have
to take particular account of the interests of the least developed countries.
Mul tilateral trade negotiations
The directives approved b;r the Council on 11 February 1975 already constitute
a complete series of lines of action, vis-~vis both developed and developing
countries regarding the multilateral trade negotiations under GA'IIr which
opened officially in September 1973 in To~o but did not actually start until
February 1975. It is therefore not so much a matter of adding to these
guidelines as replacing them, if necessary, with a view to trade cooperation
in this field. While emphasizing that this is a specific case of trade
negotiations based .on the principle of reciprocity of concessions and the
balancing of mutual advantages the Community can confirm the intention already
expressed in the Tokyo Declaration to take particular account of the developiIlf,
countries' interests  by considering their needs and their specific economic
situations.
Taking into consideration developing countries ' interests should in particular
mean:
(a) priority treatment (tariff and non-tariff) for tropical products;
(b) a common search for appropriate tariff solutions, on the basis of general
formula to emerge from the negotiations , aimed at adapting the extent of
tariff reductions or the phasing of such reductions and the detailed rules:
for applying any solutions regarding non-tariff barriers to the specific
needs of the developing countries;
(c) a special effort to bring about , at tariff level , a significant reduction
the protection of value added for products of first-stage processing, for
instance each time that the latter results in a high rate of effective pro
Cd) taking into account developing countries ' interests and problems by means
food aid measures and the beneficial effects of the stabilization of market
Promotion of trade relations
Experience has proved that progress which can be made in the specific field of
import arrangements is not by itself enough to increase developing countries- 17 
exports to the industrialized countries markets. It seems necessa~, in view
of those countries ' economic structure in the trade field, to accompany measures
affecting import arrangements Qy trade cooperation.
In particular this is a question of measures to be taken in the trade promotion
field. The Community has already indicated, in the Council Resolut ion of July 1974
the importance it attaches to this problem and its intention to aid developing
countries which are not members of the ACP. Action already" taken to improve
the structures relating to the promotion of trade and to encourage developing countries
part ic ipat ion in fairs and exhibitions should be reinforced qy new measures for
training- trade promotion experts and carrying out market research and surveys.
In the light of experience gained in all these fields under the Yaounde
Convention and in line with what is intended in the Lome Convention, progress
could also be made on improving cooperation between the Community IS business
firms and developing countries in the trade field qy establishing firmer and
closer relations to provide importers and exporters with a better understanding
of the problems involved. Other measures to promote cooperation between certain
industrial sectors of the developing countries and the Community s firms should
be taken into consideration making allowances for the special characteristics
of the various developing countries..
Trade cooperation measures could be organized on the one hand within the
framework of bilateral relations with the various developing countries and,
on the other, within the framework of the Community IS relations with the
regional integration areas established among developing countries. Agreement
could be sought with other industrialized countries on improving understanding
and providing an exchange of information in this particular field.18 -
III. INIDSTRIAL COOPERATION AND TRANSFER OF TJOOHNOLOGY I I  I r 
1 . Extension of Lima 1 1 I
In the fieli  of  industrial cooperation the Seventh Special Session will be the
direct extension of the Second General Conference of UNIDO, which was held in
Lima from 12 to 27 March 1975,.
This Conference marked an important stage in the definition of new guidelines
for industrial cooperation. The vital need for developing countries to increase
the pace of their industrial development was recognized more clearly than ever
and here an extremely ambi tieus quantified target was set (25% share of world
industrial production for the developing countries in the year 2000). The need
for the redeployment of industries , for a new distribution  of  industrial activities
in the world, for on-the-spot processing of raw materials was clearly acknowledged.
TIte principle of a certain framework for the operations of multinational companies
has been accepted. The question of the consequences which industrial cooperation
will undoubtedly have for the industrialized countries' internal structures has not
been evaded.
Puttin~ an end) ~? the ambiJ(lli t~ of the C~~ t~' s atti tude
The Member States' attitude at the final vote on the Lima Declaration gave the
impression of a lack of Community cohesion and gave rise to great ambigtli ty as to
the real position; the votes of certain Member States must have seemed to contradict
the constructive attitude preclaimed by the Community.
It should, however, be remembered that the vote was on ten paragraphs only, covering
not m~re than five major problems which were virtually all outside the industrial
field proper.
The Commission proposes that the Community and its Member States take the opportunity
0ffered by the Seventh Special Session to identify themselves more clearly with the
results achieved in Lima in the industrial field pr~per recognize that this
Conference has provided a posi tive sectoral contribution to the establishment of
lnew international economic orderl/(
See the Resolution on action to be taken following the decisions and recommendations
of the Second General Conference of UNIDO adopted , with the approval of the Member
states, by the Industrial Development Board of UNIDO in Vienna (21 April- 2 M~ 1975) - 19
The role of firms
Industrial cooperation is clearly distinguishable from cooperation in other
sectors - infrastracture, health measures , training, agriculture - in that
olese assistance from foreign firms is vital.
The Commission believes that here it mtlst raise the point of a fundamental
inconsistency in the conclusions arrived at in Lima: the industrial devel0pment
ambi tions expressed at Lima seem difficult to reconcile with the developing
countries' attitude of cantion - almost of systematic suspicion - as regards
private foreign firms in particular.
Here it is not enough to appeal to the developing countries to create a climate
of confidence.. Instead the question should be examined with them of what
measu.res can be taken on both sides to bring the developing countries' requ.irements
and the firms t legitimate interests into line with one another.
This is the snbject on which the Commission proposes to base its conS1 era 1ons 
.4 . e~hepine: r . coo!?, ratipn betwe~p. ~vernments
The Commission considers that the Community and the Member States should show
that they are prepared to cooperate with the developing countries' governments
on industrialization and that they are not simply going to leave firms a clear
field.
Such cooperation would first deal with the traditional fields which come under
financial and technical cooperation ~nfrastructure linked with industrialization,
training, studies , etc. ) and trade cooperation (access to the Community market
trade promotion). It must systematically snpport efforts aimed at regional
cooperation among developing countries , which is especially vital for industrial
deve lopment 
A-!
Although in the Communication presented here the C0mmission is concentrating
on this specific subject , it would also like to point to the other guidelines
which it suggested in its Communication to the Council in preparation for
Lima (COM(75)45 final of 12 Februa~ 1915) and which, since they still hold
good, can continue to serve as a reference for Community positions on
industrial cooperation.- 20
Bey-and that , the develGping countries attach great imparlance to oQoperation
in the matter of a framework for the operations of firms, particularly
transnational companies.
It must be realized that developing countries are generally ill-prepared
to deal with big firms and that they often find themsel vas exposed to quasi-
moDGpelistie situations. It would therefore be appropriate to
help developing ceuritries prevent deminant positions ieing
abused, as industrialized oeuntries 8.0 at home under roles guaranteeing the
free play of oompeti tien.
The Ce ssion therefore eonsiiers that developing countries should be able to
rely an the C0mmuni ty te help them find a reasonable balance between their
interests and those of foreign firms.
:n,v;ele~,ent1 e . incius~ri~lT Psrom~:tionr &UP-I p~0peration
Wi th such a general ceoperati ve attitude a wide field would be opened 'for
iniustrial promotion measures aimed at studying concrete opportunities fer
inaustriali zation ani industrial cooperatien, for organ! zing the flow of
inforaation ani for facilitating all kinds of contact between promoters, firms
and those respensi ble for industrial development.
To oarry- Gut these functions, the Unm& Convention has provitieci an encinal
mechanism involving the establishment of a Centre fer Industrial Devel~pm.ent
managed jointly by the ACP States and the Communi ty.
The Commission considers that this new initiative will be valuable in providing 
s(!)uree of information on the cendi tions governing the effectiveness of this
kind of action; wen a certain &m0unt of experience has been gained, it will
permit assessment of whether, ani under what conditions , it wouli be possible
and iesirable to extend this form of osQperation to other developing countries.
Certain trade cooperation agreements might here provide a favourable framework
for suek additional activity.
In the CoTnJrJission s opinion, apart from information and promotion aimeCl at
specific points it would be advisable to improve the system for reciprocal
information on foreseeable trenis at least in some major industrial sectors- 21 -
so that the risk of overcapacity or bottleneCks can be detected in time.
Such an attempt at flexible cooperation must, however, take account of
the limit s set by our market-economy syst em.
The Commission considers that UEIDO could play a useful role in providing
information on industrial developments at world level. However, it will
be difficult, at least in the short term, to achieve real agreement within
such a wide framework. Regional arrangements (such as the Community has
concluded or is concluding, particularly with Black Africa and the
Mediterranean region) may be more appropriate.
6.  Fro~ tradi tional inves;tment " :tr pew forms ,of co~;Qera~ion with firm
AI though a number of developing countries - those producing oil and
sought-after raw materials - are now able to finance their industrial
development from their nat ional resources, this is not so for many others.
For the latt er foreign investment, whether publi c or pri vat e, should
cont inue to be encouraged.
With regard to incentives to attract private investments the Commission
suggests that the Member S.tates organize, within the Community framework,
an exchange of experiences on the effectiveness of the instruments -
fiscal measures and gu.arantees - which they have used to improve the real
impact. It still believes that the creation of a Community guarantee"
system would now more than ever be what industrial cooperation needs
particularly in the case of transnational investments by firms from a
number of Member Stat es.
The appearance of surplus financial resources in certain developing
countries should bring the Community and its Member States to promote to
a great er en ent triangular operat ions, combining these financial
surpluses with the European countries' contributions of technology,
management resources and training opportUDi ties and with the raw mat erials
and manpower resources of the developing countries which will act as host
to the new industrial ventures - 22
For developing countries which are able to do wi thout foreign capi tal for
their industrial development a new problem has arisen (or an old problem
has taken on a new dimension) resulting from the disapPointing experiences
of certain developing countries regarding turnkey projects: who will
provide a guarantee against the ri sk of industrial plant not living up 
expe cta t ions 
Of course the governments of the industrialized countries will not be able
to guarantee - as an Algerian-inspired resolution put forward at Lima asks
them to - the quali ty and smooth operation of industrial schemes undertaken
wi th the assistance of their nationals in developing countries. However
the Commission considers that the Communi ty should at least aCknowledge
that the problem raised by Algeria is a real one when the foreign firm is
no lbnger financially commi tted through a contribution of its own. It
should state that it is prepared to help the developing countries identify
the risks with which they are confrontedfl The Commission suggests that
the possibility be explored of setting up a system of insurance to enable
European firms to asswme additional responsi hili ties imposed upon them by
developing countries 
As regards verifying the quali ty of services rendered c\)mpetent bodies exist
whose objecti vi ty is undisputed and which might be used more systematically.
Certain forms of official technical assistance  ad hoc expertise , temporary
provision of advisers , accelerated training programm , etce ) might prove
useful where help is needed. In the case of firms which might prove to
consist of unscrupulous businessmen, the pressures which the governments of
the industrialized countries ' can exercise , even if only through guarantee
systems for instance , should be fully recognized.
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fer of rtechnolo~
Alihoo~  iMustrial cooperation s~eme i~olves a tr~sfer of tecMolo~
so that i t is not always easy to distinguish one from the other, the transfer
of technology presents certain specific aspects which could be 
deal t wi th by
special actionq,- 23 -
The Communi ty and the Member State s are taking part in preparing wi thin
the framework of UNCTAD, an international code of conduct on technological
transfer. The Commission feels that the Communi ty and the Member States
should state at the Seventh Special Session that they will actively pursue
the efforts to achieve such a code and do their best to ensure that i ts
rules - although they cannot be binding - are observed.
The Communi ty could also announce that i t intends to provide assistance
to ensure better transparency of the industrial property market and to
facilitate developing countries ' technological choices: information and
documentation on available technology advice on choosing and developing
adapted techniques , establishment of contact between those requiring and
those supplying techniques , specialist training in industrial property,
etc. Some of these measures presuppose the existence of financial resources
even if only very modest resources.
thus aiding the developing onuntries to get a clearer idea of the ve~
complex problems involved in the transfer of technology, the Communi 
would contribute to restoring the free play of market forces in a field
where competi tion is often laCking.
~~ ii~~~~!2J2~ rn1L~ 5?E!l~Ei~. ~~
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If the Communi ty were prepared to offer these various forms of help in order
to integrate its firms in industrial cooperation in a way which respects
the developing countries ' sovereignty and takes maximum account of their
interests it would be enti tIed to insist on a requirement from them in
return: the welcome and the stabili ty of the working condi tions to be
offered to foreign firms  Rather than granting them pri vi leges , the
developing country should clearly inform them of the rules and undertake
to stick to theme  doing this, they can keep their poli tical options
wide open, as well as the possibili ty of nationalization provided that the
latter is carried out wi th the necessary fairness~
It should be emphasized to the developing countries that the climate of
uncertainty is often the calIse of a lack of dynamic commi tment by foreign firms
and - when they do commi t themselves - the reason for excessive profi tso The
restoration of a climate of confidence, however would attract industrial
projects of nor~l profi t~i1i ty ~i~ bec~se th~ w~ld not h~e to be
~ortized over a very Mort ~riod, w~ld not be carried out in  atmos~ere
of uncertainty - 24
Conse~ences for the internal structures
The implementation of a substantial industrial cooperation policy implies a
number of choices involving the search for a new indust rial balance in the
EEC countries. These policies of adjustment require that account be taken
of major trends , of the location of activities by sector in view of certain
constraints ., such as the technological level of the industry considered or
of the labour market"
The extent of industrial cooperation and of its corollary, the redeployment
of certain Community industries in the developing countries., will primarily
depend upon making firms aware of this need and minimizing the foreseeable
social upheavals. by avoiding the necessary readaptation of industrialization
being carried out at the expense of sacrifices imposed solely upon the working
classes in the industrialized countries: (the European Social Fund is
already in a position to make a substantial contribution to retraining
workers without waiting for them to become unemployed; action by the
European Bank: the EAGGF and the Regional Fund can enable the foreseeable
imbalances to be minimized)" The capacity for redeployment will also depend
upon the EEC' s ability to master an adequate technological dimension in
strategically important fields (nuclear , informatics aerospace) and to be
competitive on an international scale.
The reluctance to invest abroad has so far been due among other things, to
the fear that such investment would involve a reduction in the investor
countries' internal growth.  The extent to which the Community will be able
to participate actively in the redeployment of industry - which , moreover
will be realized by the transfer of the growth of such and such an industrial
sector and not of entire sectors - will depend on whether there is prolonged
economic stability"- 25
IV. Transfer of financial resources and international monetary ~ystem
1 . Confirmation of the objective of official development assistance
An increased flow of financial resources is an important fact or for the
success of the second half of the Development Decade. The Commission considers
that the Member States should reconfirm publicly their desire, expressed
jointly in the Resolution adopted in July 1974 by the Council, to attain as
soon as possible the objective of 0.7% laid down in the Strategy 7 progressing
towards this objective at a rate determined by the distance at present
separating them from it 1  At the same time the Member States should
emphasize their resolve to insulate in so far as possible the development
of their official development assistance from any budgetary or balance of
payments difficulties in order to ensure that the flow of aid remains
continuous, as recommended by the Strategy.
In support of their desire 7 the Member Stat es and the Community will also
be able to point to (besides intentions regarding the future development
of each of the Member States' bilateral  aid) the considerable increase in
Community aid which will come about as a result of the financial provisions
of the Lome Convention and the agreements to be concluded with the
Medi t erranean count ries.
In the same context the Community should reaffirm the principle of granting
financial and technical assistance to non-associated developing countries
and announce that the terms under which this principle is to be implemented
in the near future are currently being examined by the Community authorities.
Here it could be emphasized that the technical assistance granted since
1974 to non-associated developing countries in trade promotion and regional
An exception being made for certain Member States which find themselves
in a special situation.- 26 -
integration matters , and in particular the Community contribution to the
United Nations emergency action, already constitute the first steps in this
direct ion.
On the other hand, the Commission considers that it is premature to discuss
any requests which might be made by the developing countries for reformulation
of the official development assistance objective - either by taking into
account interest payments or by excluding certain types of financial flows -
as long as the objectives set previously have not been attained.
Reorientation of aid
..... ". 
Since it is mainly the poorest of the developing countries which suffered
most from the inadequacy of the flow of aid during the early years of the
Development Decade, it is important that t side by side with the increase
in volume the flow of official development assistance be
redirected towards those countries. The Commission considers that
the Member States and the Comm1Ulity will have to gear their respective aid
programmes to this need and announce their intention to do so before the
General Assembly.
Furthermore, to give greater weight to such a declaration the Member States
and the Community could take the ini t iat i ve of proposing that a specific
international objective be set in this field. Such an objective t with
regard to which a number of practical formulae are possible (and are
current ly being examined by the Development Assistance Commi tt ee of the
GECD), should aim at achieving a better correlation between the share of
official development assistance intended for the least developed countries
and the size of their population relative to the total population of the
developing countries~ The work on defining the detailed rules to be
adopted for this objective could be carried out as part of the work on
updat ing the St rat egy for the Second Decade"- 27
d ~ov ls~eo~fic sector
With regard to the sectoral allocation of aid, greater attention will have to
be paid in the future to the developing countries I food requirements and, in
general , to the development of rural regions., The main objective in this field
should be to improve the standard of living of the worst off sections  of  the
population q, a wide variety  of  measures dealing with all aspects of rural
life., The Commission considers that the Member States of the Community should
use their endeavours to see that a greater effort is made here by the
international community. As regards their own aid progra111mes, the Member
States should stress that they are willing to increase the share of aid devoted
directly or indirectly to these objectives should the recipient countries so
wish. In addition, it would be desirable if the Community could now state that
current thinking on the extension of financial aid to non-associated developing
countries was also tending in that direction.
At the same time the CoIDIIItln.i ty and the Member States should state that they
intend to continue their food aid programmes - where local production remains
structurally inadequate, and in emergency situations -- and. to increase both
the volume and range of products supplied.
In the same context it should be possible to state that the Community authorities
are studying whether and under what conditions the Community could contribute
to the International Ftmd for Agricultural Development should that Fund, which
was proposed at the recent World Food Conference, be set up.- 28
h~ ~e~t wo~l
Greater attention will have to be paid in the future to the increasingly
disturbing indebt edness of the developing countries. In partioular, methods
should be devised for assisting countries threatened qy crises arising from
indebtedness before such crises actually occur. However, the Commission
considers that international measures to deal with this problem, in which the
Member States should participate fully, cannot be undertaken in accordance with
generalized rules applied automatically, as the developing countries would
like. Instead, each individual case should be studied and dealt with by-
reference to the particular circumstances of that case, bearing in mind the
need to preserve the international creditworthiness of the country concerned
ai1d - above all - to avoid discouraging the pursuit of prudent financial
pol icies 
More important than curative measures , however, is the prevention of crises
arising from indebtedness by a suitable policy on the terms and geographical
allocation of aid. The Commission therefore believes that the Member States
and the Community should, on the basis of the Resolutions adopted by the Council
in 1914, confirm before the General Assembly their willingness to improve
further the terms of their aid, in particular by increasing the overall
proportion of grants , and to adapt those terms to the individual circumstances
of each recipient count~, special attention being paid to those developing
countries which are or risk becoming heavily indebted.
On the other  hand, the attention of the developing countries should be drawn
to the need for sound management of their external debts which implies  ~ter,
~lia an effective ~stem for recording and monitoring indebtedness , particularly
in the private sector. The Member States and the Community should offer
increased technical assistance in this field to all countries which so desire.Trian~l~r cop~e~atio~
As a result mainly of the increased price of oil t certain developing
countries now have substantial surplus financial 
resources, part of which
can and must be devoted to the development of the Third World. This
sit~ion m~es it possible to h~e n~ fo~s of cooper~ion, wi~i~
together the s~pl us c~i t~ of the oil co~ries  the ~~how of the
d~eloped co~tries, plus were ~propri~e, ooditionM fin~cial ~wort
from the latter.
S~e M~er St~eB h~e ~re~ tM~ steps in this direction. It is
~ort~ oow to dwelop this incipiem tri~~~ cooper~ion - b~OM
w~ is ~re~ bei~ done bi1~er~~  mm ti1~er~ly -  to d~ise
strMt~es to provide a more ~st~~ic b~is for this n~ fom of
coop~~ion. ~e C~ission consid~s th~ the tw sessions of the
G~eral Ass~b~ m the ~wn coud provide  opport~iv for the M~er
States and the Community to launch such an initiative.
Third window an.d noil facili 
The Commission suggests that the Member States adopt a posHive attitude
to the ideas put forward by the IBRD on establishing an intermediate
financing mechanism, to fit in between loans from the Bank and those 
from
the International Development Association (the "third window
").
fu ~ition, the CO~is8ion con8id~s th~ it ~uld be desirMle for the
Member States to confirm that they are prepared to make appropriate
comribmions to the speciM f~d set 
~ ~ 
the  in order to re~e the
~d~ of imerest wich the most s~ious~ ~fected co~tries will h~e
to bear under the  il faoil i ty- 30
nkin;; SDRs, ~d develo~ment aid
At the Third Session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD) at Santiago in 1972 , the Commission declared itself
in favour of a 1 ink between special drawing right s (SDRs) and the
financing of development , while emphasizing that this procedure should
not involve the creation of excessive additional international liquidity.
fu the me~~e the ~estion has be~ ~~sive~ stMied  discussed,
particularly by the Group of Twenty responsible for drawing up an outline
for the reform of the international monetary system. The question of a
link is one of the points of the reform which must be settled during the
interim period.
The Commission considers that the Member States of the Community should
endeavour to speed up aqy decision on this matter. Such a decision will
have to be compatible with the range of measures currently under discussion
by the International Monetary Fund for improving the functioning of the
international monetary system in the  jrnmediate future.
tas an.4. votinit ri~hts in l e I~ternational ;Mo~etarJ': r
In accordance with the conel usions reached by the Council on 20 May 1975,
the Community will assert its view that the IMF quotas of the developing
countries which are net exporters of oil must be doubled as a percentage
and tho se of the other developing countries maintained (at the same
percentage level). The resul t would be to reduce the developed countries
quotas 
'" ~ 
this procedure the voting rights of the developing countries
as a whole would be quite considerably increased.ANNEX I
Progress of the developing countries during the first
half of the Second Development Decade with particular
reference to the Goals and Objectives of the International
Development Strategy.
Diverse results
The results of the first half of the second development decade present
a rather diversified picture. Most of the quantitative targets laid down
in the Strategy, relating to overall production, industrial and agricultural
pro~clioo, tr~e e~~sioo  domestic s~ings, were a~ieved or ~most a~ieved
furi~ the period 1970 - to 1973 ( the last ye~ for ~ich d~a is ~ro1~le).
On the other hand one of the most important targets was for agricultural
pr~ctioo, yet toore ~S  ma~ed f~l~e to reach ~hing ~proa~i~ the
Strategy target in this sector. Moreover the aggregate results achieved for
developing count ries as a whole concealed ve~ considerable disparities
between them.
While it was relatively easy to identify successes or shortfalls in
the achievement of the quantitative targets outlined in the Strategy, it
was much more difficult to evaluate the more general qualitative targets.
The qualitative goals of the Strategy were broad and ambitious : - to bring
about a more equitable distribution of income and wealth for promoting social
justice  efficien~ of prowctioo, to raise sMst~~ly the level of
employment, to achieve a greater degree of income security, to expand and
improve facilities for education , heal th7 nutrition housing and social
welfare. The overall objective that of social development , including the
eradication of mass poverty in the world, remains an elusive goal. Not-
withstanding the importance of these quali tati va objectives , especially
because of the pressing nature of the twin problems of structural unemployment
and mass poverty, the rest of this paper focusses upon the economic results
attained during the first part of the second development decade where
concrete data is more readily available.
Overall growth
TM developing c~tries aooieved M overMl gr~h r~e of 5.
between 1970 and 1973, almost reaching the 6. 0% target for overall economic- 2
growth in the Strategy. Given that the rate of population growth was about
5% per &m~ ( a fi~re wich was prob~ly ooly m~gin~ly exceeded
according to recent estimates) then this would have led to a per capita
growth rate in production of 3. 1% per annum, a little short of the Strategy
target of 3 05%.
Yet these aggregate achievements concealed ve~ considerable
disparities , and tended to divert attention from the reality that only
a third of developing count~ populations lived in countries where the
6% overall growth rate target was achieved whereas about 45% of the
population of developing countries lived in countries which only achieved
an annual growth rate of less than 
2ro  per annum. Of these twenty four
low performance countries , thirteen , accounting for 6.4% of the population
of developing countries , actually experienced negative growth in gross'
domestic product between 1971 and 1973. This contrasts with the most
fortunate section of the population of developing countries , 10.4% of whom
lived in the ten countries which increased their annual production by more
than 100 ~% during this same period.
These disparities became more acute when diverse demographic factors
are taken into account" Thus more than  40%  of the population of the
developing countries live in countries where per capita income actually
declined between 1971 and 1973. Most of the people in this catego~ (about
36% of the population of developing countries), live in countries in which
per capita income fell by 1% or less whereas 8. 8% of the population
suffered a decline in per capita income of more than 1%. Additionally
another 5% of the populat on were affected by per capita production falls
reflecting special circumstances 7 including two cases of planned production
reductions (Kuwait and Libyan Arab Republic), but more typically the
consequences of adverse weather conditions (Sahel and India) or political
instability (in certain cases notably in the Middle East and South East
~ia). ~ the ot~r h~d twelve developing co~ries with M~ 15% of
the total population experinced per capi ta production increases of over
5%, including increases in the range between 10% and  2ry~.
Trade successes
The main factor behind the overall achievements of developing
countries during this period has been trade , and the resul ts achieved in
this sector were encouraglng. The trade of developing countries increased- 3
by about 8~1~ per annum exceeding the 77;~ target in the St rat eg;y, and the
target for developing country imports Was also exceeded.
Yet once again, the overall success in the trade field reflected a
diversity of development situations. The gains in trade were made largely
in Western Asia and  in  the oil producing countries , and least progress
was made in Africa, and South and East Asia. The trade defi ci t s of non-oi 
export ng developing countries were deteriorating by 1974 and their
overall deficit is expected to rlse from ~ 29 thousand million in 1974 to
~ 41 thousand million in 1975. Thus the overall trade figures do not
properly reflect the variations in the advantages accruing to developing
countries as a result of prima~ mater al price increases.
Moreover, the overall successes in the field of trade were achieved
because of the buoyancy of international commodity markets between 1971 and
1973 and because of the associated.:l.rise in prices for these commodities
rather than as a result of positive trade liberalization measures or the
., 1
implementation of the International Development Strategy. Indeed prlces
for commodities from developing countries rose on average by 17% per year
overall between 1971 and 1973, the greater part of this increase being
accounted for by the dramatic increase in oil prices. At the same time
the terms of trade of the non-oil exporting countries deteriorated and are
currently expected to benefit the developed countries to the tune of ~1.
thousand million in 1975.
4.  Domestic savlngs
... _
Given overall successes in the field of trade developing countries
were on aggregate able to mobilize resources in line with the target  of a
201~  savings ratio by 1980. In the Afri can regi on the average savlngs
ration between 1911 and 1913 rose by  Oc, 9yo  per annum, at a fractionally
greater rate than in South and East Asia. This took the African average
above 2~0 overall gross domestic savings during that period in comparison
with 16% for Asia. Savings rates in the developing countries of the
Western Hemisphere continued to decline in terms of past performance in
the 1960' s but still achieved a rate of 19~; in the period in question.
The countries in which there 1r-Jere seriOl1S declines in savine-;s ratios
nearly all he,ve problems of political j.nstability or special difficulties
mCEtlycountries in the Indo China peninsllla and Bangladesh.- 4
Industrial development
Another successful sector in overall ~erms was that of industrial development
where the aggregate target of 8;~ industria~ growth per annum was reached
and marginally exce eded. Again development in this sector was not even
between developing countries but encouraging progress was made in parts
of Asia. and fl~rica with implications for the generation of industrial
employment. The very high rates of growth in employed industrial labour
force in Brazil , Iran, Republic of Korea and Singapore were offset by ve~J
poor performance in most other developing countries , including those with
large populations
St ructural unemployment
Paradoxically the success in economic diversification in terms of
growth of the manufacturin~ sector did nothing to resolve , and indeed
accentuated, the problem of unemployment in developing countries. The
problem of structural unempl~rment became more and more serious during
the first half of the decade , as industrial growth failed to absorb labour
resources no longer involved in agricultural production or in traditional
sectorso Whilst industrial development made a substantial and vital con-
tri bution to the grow1h of gross domestic production it did not contribute
in anything like the same proportion to the creation of emplo;)rrnent opportunities"
This implied that the model of development chosen by some developing
countries might in some cases be inappropriate , resulting in untenable
planning assumptions , especially on the likely absorption of labour by
industry from increasingly modernized aericul ture.
One conclusion from this failure was that the relationshin between
.J...
agricultural production and manufacturing in developing countries should
be a much closer one in which manufacturing and secondary processing
activities can grow upon the secure base of a viable rural economy.
Agri cuI t ure
Unfortunately, it is in this agricultural sector that there is ample
evidence of the most rnaj  :failure in the implementation of the
International Development Strate~e Agricultural production rose overall
only at 20 0% per annum , that is, at a loillJer rate than population increase
(2.  5~k  per year) and at only half the 4~, rate laid do"WYl as the Strategy
target  The implied actual decline in per capita food production- 5
in developing countries contributed materially to the world food crisis
whilst access to key agricultural inputs became more difficult and
expensive. Just as population growth outstripped food production in
developing countries 1 so the creation of employment opportunities 
agriculture , as in indust~, did not keep pace with the 2. 1% overall
annual increase in the labour force of developing. countries.
)8. Concl usi ons
The failures in the implementation of the International Development
Strategy, and paradoxically some of the successes also, show that the
capacity of developing countries for economic self-reliance on a national
or regional basis is insufficient. Of course shortfalls in the
implementation of the Strategy reflect poor performance on the part of
developed countries in the implementation of Strategy policy measures.
Nonetheless developing countries would be in a better position to resolve
more of their own problems If measures for trade cooperation generally and
for regional integration between developing countries could be increased with the
objective of greater economic self-reliance on a national and regional basis.
It has been widely recognised that developing countries remain too dependant
upon the export of raw materials 7 which in turn makes them dependant upon
the uncertainties of international commodity markets. The very fact that
some developing countries did so well during the boom period of 1971 to
1973 is illustrative that dependance upon such fluctuations is not an
adequate basis for planning for development  As soon as these fluctuations
reflect downturns instead of upturns developing countries are immediately
placed at a massive disadvantage and have to savagely cut the development
plans which appeared practical and necessary before these fluctuations occurred.
In fact the necessity for development remains but the practicality diminishes.
Emergency measures are c1 early inadequat e to deal with such fl uctuat ions 7 i t
is the fluctuations themselves which somehow have to be "ironed out" or their
negative consequences reduced&
Hence greater emphasis must be gl ven to viable a.gricul tural and
industrial development in tandem with each other, to regional and sub-
regional integration between developing countries on the lines alre~
generally laid down in the Strategy J to foster a rational and outward-looking
expanslon of trade. The orientation of policy measures and of development
plans towarO_s the concept of economic self-reliance will be one way of
attempting to reduce disparities between countries and to reduce inequalities
within developing economieseANNEX I 
The Community s action and achievements in the context of implementation of the
measures called for by the strategy during the first half of the Development Decade
In the context of the mi~te~ ~nerM ~praisal of progress mooe m i~lementi~
the str~e~, it is essemial horn a prootic~ wd oper~ionalas ~11 as politic~
viewpoint to have available a balance sheet and an analysis of action or achievements
f~lIDg within the objectives  mews defined  the str~e~ wich the Co~~i ty
and its .Member states can include on their credit side in the general field of
deve lopment aid.
Accordingly, this Annex deals in turn with the princip~ meas~es called for ~ tw
strategy .
International trade
The ~r~e~ pms inte~~ion~ trMe  the top of the list of fields of Mtion for
mich specific n~ional ~d inte~~i~~ meas~es ~e reco~ended to promote the
e~~sion of e~orts from the developing co~ries as a footor of develop~nt.
The trend of trade  be~ween  the  Co~uni t~  and the  develo~ing countr~es
M ex~in~ion of the trooe st~istics reveals a ~nerally positive trend, in both
absolute and relative terms , in trade between the Community and the developing
co~tries to the IMter ~mt~ md confirms the Co~~ity s special role in this
context as both principal customer and principal supplier.
~e en1~gement of the Co~~ity in 1973, f~ from we~ening this ~nera1 te~ency,
has in fact strengthened  i t eANN lID( I I
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Althou~ the proportion of ~o~ts other th~ ~icult~M pro~cts ~d ener~
materials in the Community' s imports from the developing countries is still rel~ively low (8.5% in 1973, 7.5%  1972) ~d virt~lly ~~m~d since 1970
(8.6%), the role pl~ed  the ~stem of ~ner~ized preferences in the increase
recorded from 1972 to 1973 should however be stressed. FUrther , the total volume of
exports from the developing countries to the Communi ty calls for particular attention; the EEC. now takes over one third of these exports , that is as much as the Un! ted
states and Japan combined (and ten times more than the state-trading countries).
Mditioo, the Co~ityts i~orts fi~ the de~lopi~ co~tries cUttently repres~
more than one third of its total imports. This is all the more significant as
exports to those countries represent only one quarter or so of the Community'
s total exports. In terms of absolute value , imports were consistently higher than exports
fiom 1970 to 1973 ~d the Co~wityts ~ficit ~ its trooe with the deve1opi~
countries has in fact tended 10 grow. Over the same period (except in 1970 when trade
was in b~~ce), tM ~cts trMe with no~me~er co~tries as a ~ole was in s~lus.
The Commupi~' s ~ction ip th~ commodities field
During the first half of the Second United Nations Development Decade 
t the Community
continued its policy of international cooperation linked to the problems of
cornmodi ties in the same spirit as in the First Development Decade 
Wi thout equating
a si~listic w~ the problems of co~odities ~d the problems of the dewloping
countries in general , the Community has however directed its action principally in
accordance wi th the interests of the producer countries as long as the market situation
for the commodi tie s mainly exported by the developing countries has remained precarious.
As a result of the important changes that have taken place in the world economy since
1973, new factors have arisen in the commodities field and problems hitherto unknown
h~ ~pe~ed. To the problems of the defence of minimum prices st~le e~ings
and development of market outlets and consumption have been added the problems of- 3
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stability of supplies in sufficient quantities and at reasonable prices
, and
indeed even of access to the sources of raw materials 
In 1975 therefore, the Community s action is directed towards seeking more
balanced forms of cooperation against a background of interdependence and
convergence of the int erests of the developed and developing countries.
The practical steps undertaken qy the Community in the commodities field are
related to the three aspects of access to the markets, price policy and
diversification of the economic structures of the developing countries.
As regards access to the markets , the Community bas continued its work on the
dismantling of tariffs and quotas both for commodities and for products
processed from them. On the other hand, there has not been any progress in
the specific fields of the elimination of fiscal duties which are still charged
on the consumption of certain commoditie~ in particular tropical products , or
the adaptation of legislation to promote the use of these products.
In the trade field, the Community has extended technical and financial assistance
not only to those developing countries which have special relationships with
it but also to other developing countries to help them in their efforts to
develop and di versi~ their commodity exports 
In the field of price policy, the Community has continued to participate as
actively as possible in the management and renewal of the international commodity
agreements. The situation here varies from product to product.
As regards the specific case of tin, the current negotiations for a new
agreement, in which the Community is participating, is of particular importance.
The operating record of the current agTeement is fairly modest in respect of
both its management and the Community's participation.AN1fEX I 
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As regarcils cocoa, the quota and stock-bui  ding machinery has not yet been in
operation, given the level of prices, but the financing of the buffer stock
is assured.
In the case of other ~eements , difficu.lties have arisen in maintaining their
regulatory role in the markets (coffee, sugar); in certain cases , the
Co1llDll1ni ty has not been able to participate as such in the renewed 
agreements t
ai ther for funiamental reasons (sugar )or because of the divergent positions
of the Member States (coffee, olive oil).
In aiiition to these albeit modest efforts in specific sectors, the Community
has participated in tIs work on new methocls of app:reach to international
problems and policies in the commodities field advocated by the UN Trade and
Development Board (September 1914). Likewise the Community approved in
February 1975 the Resolution of the UNCTAD Committee on Commodities on an
integrated. programme for commodities.
Lastly, in the context of the association agreements , the Community has
continued i t~ geographically limited, action in the field of commGdi ties
of interest to a large number of countries , with the aim in particular of
diversifying production structures (see below). The system for the
stabilization of export earnings set up 'oy the 10m' Convention introduces
a new and 0 r:i ginal element.
The recori of th.e first years of the Development Decacie is not therefore
charact ari zecL by special im ti ati vas on the part of the Community at int ernational
level and. is generally speaking - with the exception af the Lom~ Convention -
fairly meagre..
This is partly a result of the fact that it has always been Qifficult in these
complex matters connected. with the international commodities trade to ptlrsue a
lD1Jh'11i ty action or even achieve joint action by the Member States. However, the
principal difficnl ties Which would have to be overcome by any meaningful
action in this field invol va a series of closely interrelated
economic and structural problems; for not only has the
international commani ty been snbj ect for three years now to
constraints resulting from the currency crisis ani 'WOrld inflation- 5 ANNEX I 
which the European Economic Community has not escaped but it is also
increasingly evident that the problems of commodities , and  a fortiori their
trade aspects alone, cannot be isolated from the problems of the diversification
of the economies an.d the industrialization of the developing countries which
are still dependent on commodities alone or from the supply, conversion and
employment problems faced by the developed countries.
Manufactured and semi-finished ~roducts
One of the means envisaged by the International Development strategy for the
attainment of its objectives is the promotion of the expansion and diversification
of exports of manufactured and semi-finished products from the developing
countries, particularly through the introduction of generalized preferential
treatment to help those exports on the markets of the developed countries.
The Community was the first economic area to implement a generalized scheme
of preferences - introduced in July 19110 The Community scheme which has
been applied by the enlarged Community since 1 Janua~ 1914, is the subject
of annual implementing regulations. Thus it is possible , in line with the
dynamic approach advocated by the strategy, to introduce the modifications
nece8sa~ to take increasing account of the developing countries' needs and of
new possibilities in relation to the commitments resul ting from the special
links between the Community and a number of countries. For processed
agricul tural products , the scheme provides for a reduction of between 20 and 40%
in the Common Customs Tariff for approximately 220 products but many products
enjoy total exemption. Industrial products enter the Community free of duty
wi thin the limit of ceilings calculated each year on the basis of the level of
exports achieved by the beneficia~ countries during a reference year increased
by a percentage  (510)  of exports from non-beneficiary countries based on the
most recent statistical data. A system of maximum amounts for each country is
intended to enable every beneficiary country to enjoy preferential access to
the Community market. Zero-duty tariff quotas are applied to a limitedANEEX I 
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number of products considered by the Community as particularly "sensitive
Rules of origin, which have already been made more flexible since the
introduction of the system to take account of the specific problems of
areas aiming at regional int egrat ion, ensure that the scheme of
preferences does in fact help the beneficiary exporting countries.
An assessment of the importance of the Community scheme for imports into
the Community from the developing countries and of the improvements to
the 'system which have been introduced up to 1975 can be made given the
lack of precise statistical returns , by looking at the preferential
import possibilities opened up between 1974 and 1975.
These possibilities have been increased:
for manufactured and semi-finished industrial products other than
textiles: from 340 million u.a. to 2 300 million u.a.;
for processed agricultural products:
650 million u.a.;
from 45 million u.a. to
for textile products: from 19 429 t to 71 000 t.
Even if the beneficiary countries have not been able to use the scheme
to the full mainly because of the time they have needed to be able to
comply with the origin rules and because of the difficulties experienced
by certain countries in familiarizing themselves with the fairly complex
procedures of the system 1 , these figures give an idea of the effort made
by the Community to meet as far as possi bl e the requirement s of the
developing countries in a dynamic and pragmatic approach wi thin the framework
of an overall programme II
Moreover , in a Resolution of 3 March 1975, the Council t conscious of the
importance of the preferential scheme as a factor in an effective development
cooperation action, expressed its willingness to maintain the Community
scheme and to develop it on a continuous and progressive basis.
In vi~ of the difficulties e~erienced by cerlain d~elopi~ co~ries
in the use of this scheme, a number of information seminars have been
organized by the Community since 1972 in Asia and Latin America.- 7
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The multilateral trade negotiatiops
Since work began on the implementation of the International Development
Strategy, the multilateral trade negotiations have begun in Geneva with
the aim of achieving an increasingly broad expansion and liberalization
of world trade and of providing additional advantages for the trade of
the developing countries. In these negotiations, the developed countries
intend to apply differentiated measures to the developing countries , and
do not expect reciprocity for the undertakings they enter into during
these negotiations to reduce or eliminate obstacles to trade.
Although it was not possible to begin the multilateral negotiations in
accordance with the timetable originally laid down, the Community itself
had defined its overall approach to them as early as mid-1973 and was
therefore ready to negotiate as from that time , as advocated in the
Strategy. For the Community, however, these negotiations - with the
developing countries as full partners - which must deal with both tariff
and non-tariff barriers , do not constitute an end in themselves but must
be situated in a global context of international action to overcome the
current world economic crisis 
Bilateral trade ~reements
The Community has signed non-preferential agreements with certain Latin
American and Asian countries to develop trade and economic relations
between the contracting parties. The agreements with Argentina., Uruguay
and Brazil contain in particular specific provisions to facilitate
imports into the Community of certain agricultural products of which
these countries are major producers. In addition, the agreements provide
for the introduction of cooperation in the agricultural sphere and for
the purpose of marketing the products enjoying concessions. This
cooperation should permit an orderly development of trade which takes
account of the economic situation of both parties and avoids seriousANNEX I I - 8
disturbances which would jeopardize the expansion of trade. To this
end there is a regular exchange of information between both sides on
the problems faced in the sectors in question.
The trade cooperation agreement concluded with India represents a new
and original form of the dialogue with the developing countries. Its
main objective is the development and diversification of mutual trade.
It also provides for the establishment of a Joint Committee to study,
define and apply the means of cooperation.
Similar agreements are being negotiated with other developing countries in
Latin Amerioa and Asia, for example Mexioo , Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Pakistan.
In the same context mention should be made of the agreement concluded wi 
India in the field of trade in textiles under the international
Multifibre Agreement, and of like agreements being negotiated with a
number of Asian developing countries such as Pakistan South Korea and
Hong Kong.,
frade arrangements UA~er the Lome Convention
The trade arrangements established by the Lome Convention between the
Community and the ACP States substantially take over those of the
Yaounde Convent ion with notable changes as regards reciprocity. The
Community grants free access to its markets for 92% of exports from the
ACP St at es e For the remainder preferential treatment is given. For
their part , the ACP States are not obliged to grant the Community more
than most-favoured-nation treatment 
These arrangements which concern a group of countries nearly one half
of which are among the least developed, will be subject to a periodical
review, the purpose of which will be to permit adaptation of the
concessions made to the ACP f particularly in the matter of rules of
origin and coverage of agricultural products, to their development
effort and their new types of production.
Financia~ and technical coo~eration and trade promotion
The opening - as regards tariffs and quotas - of the Community market to
exports from the developing countries is an essential condition for a
satisfactory development of those countries t trade.- 9
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Experience shows , however , that the existence of trade arrangements , though
very favourable, is not sufficient to guarantee this development for tariff
preferences do not normally constitute in themselves a sufficient incentive
to embark on significant new developments.
The Community is therefore endeavouring to supplement "traditional" trade
measures particularly by financial and technical cooperation and trade
promotion.
The financial and technical cooperation which the Community is offering to
the developing countries under cooperation or association agreements helps
towards the creation of new industrial capacity in those countries and
consequently towards a certain redistribution of capacity across the world.
In doing this , the Communi ty is aware of the ensuing necessity to adapt its
own industrial structures. However f adaptation of this kind could not be
carried out exclusively by reference to external conditions. Since complex
internal economic and social factors are involved , the Community must also
take into account internal considerations of social and economic equilibrium,
such as those determining the action of the Social Fund. Nevertheless
this action designed to accompany a process of adjustment of economic
structures which is inevitable and necessary in a general development
context necessarily coincides in its effects with the objective laid down
in the Strategy of facilitating the expansion of imports from the
developing countries 
The first major programmes undertaken by the Community to promote the
developing countries ' exports coincide with the start of the Second
Development Decade  It was under the Yaounde Convention (1971-75), whi ch
established the Association of 17 African States plus Madagascar and
Mauri tius with the EEC , that specific aids were introduced for this purpose.
The object of these marketing aids was to improve the structures and working
methods of the foreign trade promotion bodies in the Associated States or to
promote the creation of such bodies , to facilitate the participation of those
countries in fairs and exhibitions , to train trade promotion experts , to
undertake market studies and surveys , and so on"ANNEX II
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Although the trade promotion activities were limited, until recently, to
those developing countries with viliich it had concluded individual cooperation
agreements , the Community 7 encouraged by the posi tive resul ts obtained
decided in 1974 to offer non-essociated developing countries the possibility
of similar assistance  The Communi ty considers that , in the cont ext of the
overall cooperation policy at world level which it has outlined, the
implementation of accompanying measures to transl2te the guidelines of its
trade policy - one of the common policies - into practical terms is of prime
import c.nce..
Accordingly 7 the first act ions were begun at the end of 1974 and were aimed
at both Asian and Latin American countries. Special mention should be made
of the numerous seminars on the generalized preferences scheme to help the
developing countries to derive the maximum advantage from it. The
programmes to help non-associated developing countries , though still modest
in scale , will be developed substantially over the next few years.
The Lome Convention (signed in February 1975) between the EEC and 46 African
Caribbean and Pacific States took up and emphasized the theme of trade
promotion. Particular stress is laid on the improvement of cooperation
between firms in the Communi ty and those of its partners and ~ppropriate
liaison structures are to be set up to foster this cooperation.
Re~ionalm ~~QP~~ation ~etween develo~ip~ Icountries
The Strategy calls on the developed countries to support the regional 2nd
subregional cooperation ini tiatives undertaken by the developing countries by
means of financial and technical assist&TIce measures and tr&de policy
measures.
The Communi ty 1 viliich is itself engoged in ~n integration process , h2s
always been inclined and had a particular duty to help the
developing countries to organize or 8trengthen their economic cooper~tion at
a regional level 11 -
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In the agreement which the Community has concluded with groups ef ieveloping
cGuntries, for instan.ce the Yao1ll1d~ Conventions , the theme of cooperati0n
between these countries themselves has asswmed an increasingly important role.
It is particularly in the field of financial and. technical cooperation that
practical steps have been taken in this direction.
In its aoti vi ty the Ettropean Developmen.t Fund (EDF) has enieavoured from the
outset to fol10w this guideline. The fact that the States receiving assistance
from the EIDF are greupei under ene and the same international acreement with the
Communi ty has consiclerably facilitated the "regional tt approach te the preble1l1s.
In recent years , the regional projects have been concerned with means of
c8JIDD.U.nication, enerl'Y and traininge A number of projects for inter-state
highways can be mentioned linking Togo and Upper Vel ta, Upper V0l ta ani Ghana
Rwa1'ltia anti Btlrtm.ii , Chad ani Camenon anti Cameroen and Nigeria. As regards
improvements te river ana. maritime OGJIJIlUnicatiens , the EDF has made a notable
contributien tewaris the transequatorial route; this involves Congo, Gabon,
Chad. ani the Central African Republico In the energy fiala, an impertant inter-
state hydroelectric project (involving Zaire , Rwana.a and Bu.ru.ndi) has received.
EDF aid.
In the training field, the EDF has assisted rec~ onal training establishRents
through projects and technical assistance; examples here are the Regional Centre
for training in road maintenance (T0ga) and the Regional School for Hydraulics
Technicians (Upper Volta). Regional cooperation is also reinfarced by the
stress which the EDF has laid since 1972 , for the purpose of its prograP~e of
study grants, on training in Africao In 1960/61 all :EDF scholarship halters did
their studies in Ettrope; in 1973/74, two-thirds of such scholarship h0lders
(1 157 out of a total of 2 749) received their training in Africa. 
appreciable proportian of the scholarship holders who car~ out their studies
in Africa study in a country other thaxl their own.
Consiierable technical assistance was given ta the creation and establishment
of the West African Economic Communi ty.AN.NEX I 
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This effort to strengthen regional cooperation is institutionalized in the Lom~
Convention which states expressly that the Community wi II live effecti va support
tewards the attainment of the objectives which the ~6 African, Caribbean ani
Pacific States (the ACP) set themselves in the field of relional and inter-
regiGnal coopara-tien. The partners to the negotiations agreed that approximately
10% of the total financial resources avai labIa under the Convention will be
earmarked for the financing of their regiQnal projects. By reserving in this
way an amount of approximately 300 million u.a. out of the amounts to be
allocated to the individual countries , the Convention is creating for the first
time a real incentive for the Community s partner states to design and prepose
f~r Cemmunity financing projects which go beyon. their strict natiQnal
interests.
When in 197~, going beyond the framework of specific cooperation agreements
the Community defined a number of priGri ty items in its development cooperation
policy at worlQ level, it naturally accorded a special place tG the theme of
regional cooperation between developing countries. In a Resolution adopted by
, the Council agreed that the Community would respond favourably to requests
fQr assistance from groups of ieveloping countri es which are in the process of
creating or consolidating ec0namic oooperatien ar regional integration machinery,
where it considers that it can make an effective contribution.
The Commission has haci relations with the Andean Group since 1910 and is following
in particular the industrial efforts of this group. A number of Community experts
have W0rked with the experts of the Andean Group Junta in this context and the
Junta authorities have been put in contact with industrial circles in the Community
which might be interested in develGping industrial activities in those countries.
In addition, increased cooperation is envisaged with the Association of South-East
~im ~ions 1 md, for this ~~eae, a joint stu~ ~up haa be~ est~lished
between the Commission and !SEAN. The terms of reference of this group are to
intensify the dialogue anti exchange of information in fields of mutual interest
and to search for possible forms of cooperation.
The programme of technical assistance in this field to non-associatei ieveloping
Gountries will be extended over the next few yearse
I ~
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines , Singapore and Thailand.- 13 -
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Transfer of resources
While stressing tkat the developing countries must assume the major responsibility
fGr financing their development, the Strategy also lays down, in the form 
precise qnantified objectives , the proportions in Which the developed countries
should transfer reseurces to the developing countries.
Overall tFrend sf fina:noial aiir S11RJ?lied b~ the Member States
The t9tal transfer (net payments) of public and private resources from the Member
States 1 to the developing countries and multilateral agencies has shown an annual
increase since 1970 of some 13.3%, that is more than twice the rate in the first
Development Decade (1960/62-1970: increase of 6% per annum). In 1974 , the last
year far which fignres are available, this transfer reached. a volume  of  nearly
~10 000 million, corresponding te 35%  of  the total effort made by the DAC countries
anti bringing the total oontri bution  of  the Member States to the devel0pment
expendi ture undertaken by the developing countries in the initial years of the
Decade to nearly ~31 600 million.
The rate of increase in official development assistance (oda) alone - Which makes
up the greater part ef the total transfer - showed an even more marked acceleration
over the same period, increasing from 3.5% per annum during the first Development
Decade to 16.  gfo  per annum between 1970 and 197.4. In 1974 t the total oda 
of  the
Member States reached a volume of  700 million (i.e. 42% of the total from the
DAC countries , as against only 37% in 1970), thereby bringing their total ocia
~uring the period 1971-74 to nearly ~15 200 million.
This analysis does not include Ireland and the Grand Du.ohy 0f luxembourg, which
are not members  of  the OreDIs Development Assistance Committee (DAC) and for
Which comparable statistics are not available.
All the figures for 1974 are provi sional l.-l t\JNEX I I
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1\ss sment b~. refere~ce to , tpT ", object v;es set i A-I th " ~trategy
~fuough this trend is impressive at first sight , the overall result in terms
of volume is rather negative if these results are measured against the objectives
E~et in the International Strategy for the Second Development Decade..
It is true that , taken together, the Member States have become during the first
half of the Decade, the prime source of oda (since 1912) and of total transfers
(since 1974) for the developing countries , thus taking the place long occupied
~y the Uni ted State s .
~at  the expansion rate of their financial contributions - in current dollars -
was barely enough to compensate the rise in prices and the effects of pari ty
variations. In real terms , therefore , the growth rate of oda has gone down to
about 1.5% per annum, while total transfers are even declining by about 1%
illnua lly 
Furthermore , the quanti tative objectives set by the Strategy for
(at least 1% of GNP from 1972) and oda (a minimum of 0. 7% of GNP
by 1975 at the latest), which have since been accepted by all the
the principle if not the deadlines - are far from being achieved
three Member States have attained and maintained between 1911 and 1974 total
transfers equivalent to 1% or more of their GNP~ The others , even those which
had reached this objective in the preceding years , have scarcely increased their
total transfers
to be reached
Member States
.......
for only
T\3lative effort since 1910 or have even failed to achieve the target. Taken as
a whole , the Member States reached only 0. 81% of their combined GNP in 1974,
CJ  lower figure than for 1970 (0. 98%) and even below the level recorded at the
b0ginning of the sixties (1 G 21%) 
Tne oda si tuation is even worseG Here the Member States together are - wi 
O\~41% of GNP ~ even further from the target than in the field of total transfers
(success rate of barely 59%)  No progress has been recorded since 1970 and15 -
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compared with the beginning of the last Development Decade , their oda efforts
have declined distinctly (1960-62: 0. 63% of GNP). The picture is no better
at the level of the individual countries; no Member State attained the
objective between 1971 and 1914: the only one to come near it regularly is
Denmark, while the others ei ther are making Ii ttle progress - and very irregular
at that - or have even fallen below the level reached on the eve of the Second
Decade.
If we add to this unfavourable record that the other members of the Development
Assistance Committee are even farther from the objectives , as shown by the
overall figures for the seventeen countries (0.83% for total transfers and
33% for oda in 1974), it seems obvious that the slow progress made by the
poorest developing countries in particular which are more dependent than
others on external aid for their investments , is largely a result of the
shortcomings of the industrialized countries wi th regard to total financial
contributions and especially oda.
Assessment of the tremd of aid terms and conditions I I f I 1 l' 
When, on the other hand, we look at the terms and condi tions of resource transfers
the record for the first few years of the Second Development Decade is seen to
be distinctly better. The share of oda - which is by defini tion granted on
liberal terms - in the total transfers of the Member States , has risen from 42%
in 1910 to 470 5% in 1974. Wi thin oda itself the proportion of grants has
increased (6~ in 1910 and 69. 5% in 197 3 1 ), ~ile low terms h~e i~r~ed
generally. Consequently the total grant element
2 of their oda has risen from
82. 1% in 1970 to 87. 5% in 1973, which is even in excess of the amount laid down
in the DAC Recommendation on aid terms (84%). The results achieved here by
individual Member States are also relatively good, although less so than for
the Member States as a groupo In 1971 only four Member States had achieved
or nearly, the aims set by the DAC Recommendation, but in 1972 five had done so
and in 1973 sixo
~H"'I$O' r A.I!I WI r 1f' l
The 1914 figures on aid terms are not yet availablea
Cri terion generally used in measuring the quali ty of aideANNEX I 
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Progress has also been made by the Member States in untying aid. It 
true to say that all efforts to reach a general agreement on the untying
of oda loans have failed up to now, at both DAC and Communi ty level. Nevertheless
the DAC members have agreed to untie their contributions to multilateral
organizations and some , including four Member States , have reached an agreement
to untie , as from 1975, at least Qda loans to developing countries. Further
attempts have been made to increase the proportion of untied aid in total oda
contributions , so that from now on it will be up to between 40% and 60% of
most Member States' oda.  Some of them are below this average because their
p~ogrammes generally include a higher proportion of technical assistance
which by nature is tied.
Finally we should add that , because in particular of the growing contributions
to the E.'u.ropean Development Fund (EDF) and to the Communi ty budget , the volume
of oda channelled by the Member States via multilateral organizations has
increased appreciably, exceeding 23% in 1913, nearly 9% of which as Community
aid.
lution and natu~e of the Communi t;y: Jcom~~~ent, of I tal ,fi nancia 1. aid
The aid provided by Member States via the Communi ty has undergone a number of
important changes since the beginning of the Second Development Decade.
First and foremost , the second Yaounde Convention came into force involving,
in addition to certain improvements in the quali ty of financial cooperation
wi th the Associated States , a further increase in the volume of Communi 
aid. From 800 million u. a. under Yaounde I it was put up for the four-year
period from 1971 to 1914 to 1 000 million u. , of which 900 million u.a.
under the third EDF and 100 million u. a. from the European Investment Bank'
(EIB) own resources. This sum was subsequently increased by 5 million u.a.- 17
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in the form of grants for Mauri tius which joined the Convention in 1973.
Secondly, the Communi ty food aid programme, which since 1968 has been added
to the Communi ty's activity in favour of developing countries , has grown
considerably both in volume and the range of products supplied as well as
. the number of recipient countries.
These three tradi tional sources of Communi ty aid (EDF, EIB, food aid) were
joined in 1974 by some new forms of assistance to the Third World, namely
the. special aid for the Sahel , the Community contribution to the Uni tad
Nations emergency programme to help the most seriously affected (msa) countries
and a technical assistance programme for non-associated developing countries
covering trade promotion and regional integration.
The special action for the Sahel , decided on by the Communi ty on the ini tiati ve
of the European Parliament , consists of a total of 35.6 million u. a. financed
out of the Communi ty budget , plus 5 million u. a. to cover certain transport
costs alrea~ included in the food aid programme. This special aid was granted
in addi tion to the financial and food aid given by the Communi ty to the
Sahel countries (including Ethiopia) seriously affected by drought.
The Uni ted Nations emergency programme sprang from an ini tiative taken by
the Communi ty at the Sixth Special Session of the Uni ted Nations General
Assembly to enable the countries most seriously affected by the world price
movements recorded in 1913/14 to ~ive. The Community's contribution to
this programme has acted as a driving force. It totals ~292 million and
includes ~ 42 million in the form of food aid. The largest share (about 70%)
of this aid was granted to non-associated developing countries mainly in Asia.ANNEX I 
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The technical assistance programme is based on two Resolutions adopted by
the Council in July 1974 as part of Communi ty efforts to set up gradually
an overall development cooperation policy on a world scale. This
programme had its modest beginnings in 1974 with the sum of 700 000 u.
and is due to increase in the future (budget appropriations: 850 000 u.
for 1975, 1 300 000 u.a. for 1976).
The latter two programmes - the first being aimed mainly and the second
exclusi vely at non-associated developing countries - constitute the first
major steps taken by the Community to provide financial and technical aid outside
the framework of the Associations  They are thus proof of the Community
will to extend its cooperation programme in the world and to make it a truly
global policy.
The developments mentioned above have of course been reflected in the trend
of Communi ty aid during the first few years of the Development Decade. From
1970 to 1974 net Communi ty payments increased from ~222 million to about
~607 million, representing an annual growth rate of almost 29% (2~ taking
into account the depreciation of the dollar in relation to the unit of account) 
This means that in 1974 for the first time net payments were nearly as great
as those of the International Development Association (IDA) and even of the
World Bank (~608 million and ~613 million respectively in 1973) 
The main reason for this growth of Community aid is the expansion of the food
aid programme. Payments here have increased more than sixfold during the
period 1971 to 1974: from ~ 39 million in 1970 to ~261 million in 1974.19 -
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Even allowing for the effect of depreciation of the dollar and of the sharp
increase in the world prices of the foodstuffs delivered, the total growth
of the Community programme is still high (at least 20% annually).
The volume of net payments under the three EDFs has grown more slowly,
increasing from ~145 million in 1970 to ~213 million in 1974 (up 10% per
annum in dollars and up 4. per annum in uni ts of account). Disbursements
recorded by the ErB stood at about ~30 million in 1971/72 rising to over ~45
million in 1973 and 1974.
To these figures may be added the first disbursements under the special Sahel
aid scheme (~29. 2 million) and under the United Nations emergency programme
(~58.8 million). The technical assistance for trade promotion and regional
integration is not yet reflected in the 1974 figures since the first payments
were not made until early 1975.
Communi ty aid is still being granted on particularly favourable terrose
Wi th the exception of ErB ordinary loans , all loans are in the form of
oda and the grant element of this aid varies between 90% and nearly 100%
(DAC norm: 84%) for most recipient countries; it is even higher for the
least developed countries (98% to 100%, the norm beiJ1g 90%)iIJ
Since the scale of food aid is growing, an increasing proportion of aid from
the Community is going to non-associated developing countries  The share
gi van to those countries , most of whi ch are in Asia, has grown from 18% in
1970 to 30% in 1973 and ~ because of the combined effect of food aid and the
Commlmi ty s contribution to the emergency programme ~ to 37% in 19749.Alf.JIEI I I
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As far as the choice of sectors to be aided; the EDF has been concentrating
since the start of the Development Decade on rural development , industrialization
transport and communications and on the social sector. At the beginning of
1915, funds earmarked by the third EDF for rural production accounted for
29. of the total allocations decided on industrialization in the !ASK for
2% (as against 5.  under the second EDF and only O. 7% under the first
EDF), transportsand communications for 31. and the social sector, where
education and training costs have gone 'up considerably since the second
EDF, for 1~.
Inoreased attention has also been paid to sChemes to promote exports and tourism.
As regards rural development , the Commission has laid stress on food crops
and the processing of local produots. Besides this, i t has taken care that
the projects financed are ~esigned im such a way that more and more the
resul ts are adjusted to the needs and capacities of the peasant. Wi 
this in mind the EDF has used more aJld more frequently the system of combining
a. nucleus plantation, run on industrial lines , with nearby village plantations
which rely upon it for support (e.g. , tea in Burundi , palms in Ivory Coast).
One of the main motives for the EDF' s agricultural and industrialization
schemes has long been the di versification of the economies of the AASM.
This line of action has been more marked since 1971 although the Yaounde
Convention II no longer provided a special allocation for this catego~ of
aid.
The diversification projects financed between 1911 and 1914 fall into two main
types. The first consists of introducing new forms of agriculture (e.g. , rice
growing and stock farming in Ivory Coast , whose economy is highly dependent
on coffee , COOGa and wood exports). The second form of diversification is- 21 - I I xm:m1A
aimed at setting up plants for the local industrial processing of products
for example oil mills , textile factories , shelling plant , cashew nut factories
tea factories , sugar refineries.
Sometimes it has been possible to fulfil these two aims with a single project
such as an agro-industrial complex comprising a plantation and the factory
for processing the products (agro-industrial sugar cane project in Upper
Vol ta).
In other cases , efforts to develop local products have meant carrying out
research and experiments. In 1971, for instance , a project was launched in
Mali to develop the fishing industry and this included an experiment on the
protection of fish by the removal of insects.
Besides these projects based on the use of local products , a start has been
made on industrial diversification projects for example by the Community
commi tment to finance studies for Dakarmarine scheme (a ship repair yard in
Dakar) in cooperation with other aid sources.
finally, there is ~other field of di ~rsification wioo is begi~ing to 
explored: tourism. A study carried out in Mali , for example produced
wry posi tiw coocl~ions ~ioo illflu~ced the Mcisioo t~en ill 1971 to ~ild 
new airport at Bamako , thus fulfilling one of the preconditions for the
ievelopment of the tourist industry. Other examples are the interest rate
subsidy granted for the construction of a hotel in Libreville
, a subsidy for
equipping national parks in Chad and another to service the Nouakchott tourist
complex, etc.
M;op.e  aru.9l i IC"l.
In the recent past , in spite of the difficulties brought about by the energy
crisis, the Co~ity has seen to it th~ no ~asures Me t~~ to ~just the
balances of payments which would result in a reduction of aid to developing
countries. The Community intends to continue pursuing this line of policy.ANNEX II
- 22
-, 
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With the same aim in mind the Commission has subscribed to the decision in
principle to broaden the scope of the "oil facilities" in the International
Monetary Fund and to open a special account to reduce the interest rate
burden of the most seriously affected countries. Several Member States of
the Commu:nity have matte contributions as have some OPEC countries.
A welcome must also be given to the start made qy the Joint Ministerial
Committee within the framework of the International Monetary Fund and the
Bank on the transfer of real resources to developing countries..
!91 ;~ ~~,1:~~ 
~ ~~~ 
~~2~~ ~~ 
The problems and 'particular needs of the least developed countries are receiving
special attention and. treEttment geared to them in all the spheres of Community
cooperation policy. This special and constant attention is in line wi th that
underlying the Strategy, which expressly recommends additional and special
measures in favour of these countries , and is expressed in practical terms 
the Community's activities at world and regional levele
4~ ~1 e ~!h ~~~~~ ~~~~il? 4 ~
~ ~~
t~~  n ~2~
Here the Community has sought means to enable th.e least advanced countries to
overcome the handicap - as regards their ability to compete ~ of their weaker
economic status and their pe~ticularly low level of diversification as to
exportable products and resourceSe
To this end the conditions of the Community s system of generalized preferences
have within the limits of the annual ceilings applicable to the duty-free
entry of industrial products , allowed amOU.D.ts to be fixed according to country,
hence ensuring access for ever~one~- 23 -
A:NNEX I 
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In the Tokyo Declaration the principles laid down by the Strategy concernlng
the treatment to be accorded to the least developed among the developing
countries are the subject of a special provision that stresses "the need
to ensure that these countries receive special treatment in the context of
any general or specific measures taken in favour of 
the developing countries
during the negotiations" 0
In EDF and food aid schemes
..4-,1:...,0 11~.4._~ t."...." .-
;~ ~~.. 
.:" \!...A, ?S""'
: ,~.y..
The EDF has always paid special attention to the least developed countries
among the AASM (numbering eight out of the twenty-five listed by the Uni ted
Nations) t so as to help them catch up in their development.
The volume of aid granted to these countries under the third EDF was
considerably more than in previous years , increasing from 172 million u.
under the first EDF to 224 million Ue ao under the second and to nearly
3~ mllion u.a. ~der the third ~F ~ese c~tries h~e also received
preferential treatment in the form of aid on very liberal terms. Under the
third EDF nearly all projects in the least developed AASM have been financed
by grants wi th the exception of two very U soft" loans$ The :tortal grant element
in aid ~ven to these c~tries has therefore alw~s been ve~ hi~ (see ~ove).
The EDF has also helped these countries to increase their external aid
capaci ty to absorb by giving them a higher proportion of technical assistance
loans than to the other countries so that studies can be undertaken and
experts sent to prepare their dossiers and train their staff for 
the planning,
execution, operation and maintenance of development projects.
" ..4. .A-~~_'_M~,"if.l!"".
""""",""'-
'-""'-"""i.,, -""'H _'o....-.i!O- ",~,
c.0mmitments , not including budgetary aid for the Sah.eleANNEX I I
- 24
In applying aid the EDF has tried to solve the worst handicaps holding
back these countries: land-locked situations (hence the inter-State highways
for Upper Volta and Mali , for example), dependence on single crops (hence
the diversification projects such as tea plantations in Burundi), very
serious financial situations (hence research into possible productive
projects in Dahomey), and so on.
The poorest countries have also received special attention under the
Communi ty food aid programme as an increasing share of such aid has been
allocated to them. In the 1975 programme, for example , the MSA countries
have been allotted 83% of the aid up to now.
5.  ~ansion and diversification of production
The Strategy views technical and financial aid as important and necessary
factors to complement and support the developing countries' efforts to
expand and diversify their production.
The Community s development activity as a whole clearly contains ma~
elements which are conducive directly or indirectly to the expansion and
diversification of production in developing countries.
Under this specific heading can be placed the measures taken by the
Community - and already described above - in the fields of:
(a) trade policy, for instaooe the generalized syst~ of preferences;
(b) te~mcal assistaooe ~d trMe promotion meas~es;  ~ove all
( c) EDF and ErE aid in the various associat ions.T
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Conference Room Paper Noe 1
1 May 1975
ORIGINAL: ENGLISH
PREPARATORY COMMITTEE FOR THE SPECIAL
SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
DEVOTED TO DEVELOPf4ENT AND
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION
Informal meetings
PROVISIONAL LIST OF AREAS AND CONC'RETE QUESTIONS 
INTER~rATIONAL ECONOM:IC CO-OPERATION APPROVED BY THE
GROUP OF 77 IN CONNEXION WITH THE PREPARATIONS FOR
THE. SPECIAL SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
1. Foundations for the establishment of the new international economic order were
laid through the. adoption by the General Assembly of the Declaration on the
Establishment of. a  New 'International Economic Order and Programme of Action at its
sixth special session and of the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States
at its regular tyenty-ninth session. This should be the starting point for the
preparation of th~ next special session of the General Assembly devoted to
development and international economic co-operation 
20 The fact that such foundations already exist should permit the special session
of the General As sembly devoted to development and internat ional economic
co-operation to concentrate on the consideration of those problems which, within
the above framework, deserve priority because of their pressing naturee
3.. W~th that goal in mind, the Group of 77 developing countries has agreed on
this. very restricted and selective list of such ar~as and questions, to be used
for preliminary contacts between the representatives of the Group of 77 and those
of the at her groups:
1"  International trade:
(a.) Regulation of the raw material and commodity market through integ't'ated
approach;
(b) Indexation of the prices of commodity an4 raw material exports from
developing countries to the prices of th~ir imports from developed
countries;
75cqO9112(ii)
(iii)
'iv)
(i)
(ii)
- 2
(c) Access to markets of developed countries for raw materials , commodities
manufactures and semi-manufactures of developing countries 
Transfer of real resources for financing the development of developing
countries and international monetary reform:
(a) Transfer of real resources for financing the development of developing
countries:
(i) Additional development financing for developing countries including
arrangements to expand the flow of official development assistance to
provide automatic mechanisms for the transfer of real resources;
Debt problems;
Adequ~te response to the United Nations Special Fund;
Furthering co-operation through investment of financial resources and
supply of technology and equipment to developing countries by developed
countries and by developing countries in a position to do so;
(b) Reform of the international monetary system~ so as to meet the
development requirements of the developing countries:
Link between special drawing rights creat ion and development financing;
Full and effective participation of developing countries in decision-
making.
Science and technology:
Measures and programmes designed to expand the capability of developing
countries to apply science and technology to development.
Industriali zation:
Decisic~5 on industrialization of the Lima Conference.
Restructuring of the economic and social sectors of the United Nations
system 
ITo be dealt vi th at a lat er stage 
---